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Abstract. New methods need to be developed to handle the increasing
size of data sets in atmospheric science - traditional analysis scripts often
ineﬃciently read and process the data. NetCDF4 is a common ﬁle format used in atmospheric and ocean sciences, and Python is widely used
in atmospheric and ocean science data analysis. The aim of this work is
to provide insight into which read patterns and sizes are most eﬀective
when using the netCDF4-python library. Quantitative information on
these would be useful information for scientists, library developers, and
data managers.
Three diﬀerent read patterns were compared to simulate diﬀerent
types of reads: sequential, strided, and random, with each tested across
three ﬁle systems - Panasas, Lustre, and GPFS. Read rate and standard deviation were measured using Python and C, reading from plain
binary ﬁles and NetCDF4 ﬁles. Read performance for netCDF4-python
was compared with the performance of native Python, the C NetCDF
library, and the C Posix library.
As expected, comparison between the diﬀerent read modes shows that
access pattern and read size signiﬁcantly aﬀect achieved performance.
The results also show read performance proﬁles that are similar for the
C, C NetCDF, and Python tests, however netCDF4-python performs less
eﬃciently.

1

Introduction

The eﬃciency of atmospheric data analysis scripts can be aﬀected by many
diﬀerent factors in the software-hardware stack. Understanding these factors is
paramount when designing eﬃcient analysis scripts. This paper quantiﬁes the
eﬀect of some of these elements. The remainder of this section describes these
elements and provides motivation for this work.
As the resolution of atmospheric numerical models increase, so does the
amount of data to be processed. This will become particularly prevalent with the
sixth community model inter-comparison project (CMIP6 [4]) expected to produce 10–20 PB of data [14]. This volume of data means that high performance
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I/O is a critical requirement for eﬃcient analysis code, and therefore productive
scientiﬁc workﬂows [15].
The size of data sets means that traditional, serial data processing is a suboptimal solution; parallel processing data analysis methods are a solution to this.
In order for parallel analysis scripts to be eﬃcient, a scientist needs to be able to
assess how best to decompose the reading of the data in terms of looping, and
access patterns, without necessarily having the computer science background to
know how the these would theoretically eﬀect the read rate.
To understand how to eﬃciently implement a parallel analysis script one
needs an appreciation of the bottlenecks that will aﬀect each individual parallel
process - from our experience of data analysis scripts in atmospheric science,
most can be implemented in a pleasingly parallel way (easily paralellisable into
non communicating jobs), so each concurrent job is independent. Therefore it is
paramount to understand the I/O performance of each task. The initial step for
this is to consider only the serial read performance with netCDF4-python on a
parallel ﬁle system.
For data intensive algorithms, the slowest part of the algorithm is typically
the I/O, so the read rate of the data from disk into memory becomes very
important. File type, IO bandwidth, and the type of ﬁle system can all aﬀect
the read performance. Typically however, scientists do not have control over the
hardware they run on, therefore performance beneﬁts come from optimisation of
the analysis code and carefully determining the layout of the data on the storage
devices.
For many large data sets in atmospheric science, a ﬁle is generally written
once and read from many times, so the work in this paper focusses on data
reading. Since the structure of ﬁles can greatly aﬀect the eﬃciency of analysis,
it may be useful for data managers to know whether it is worth the extra initial
overhead to organise the ﬁle in a way that will enable faster analysis; by chunking,
compression, array order, ﬁle size and how the data is split into ﬁles.
The software contributions to the performance that need to be understood are
depicted in Fig. 1. In order to understand the performance of the user application,
the contribution of each layer needs to be accounted for.
One of the most widely used data formats in atmospheric science is the Network Common Data Format (NetCDF) [11] (for example two thirds of the data
at the Centre for Environmental Data Analysis, CEDA [2] is in NetCDF format),
and Python is often used to implement data analysis using scientiﬁc libraries in
atmospheric science. NetCDF4 is used because it is a self describing, platform
independent binary ﬁle format. NetCDF4 uses HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format
version 5). NetCDF3 is an older format of NetCDF but is not built on HDF5,
so we have not tested NetCDF3.
HDF5 is a versatile, portable data format which can be used to store large
data sets [6]. It allows NetCDF ﬁles to be chunked and compressed [20]. Chunking
allows ﬁles to be reorganised on disk for diﬀerent access patterns [24]. These
chunks can be compressed to reduce the size of data on disk. Chunking and
compression can have a large eﬀect on the read rate [10].
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Fig. 1. The left image shows the software stack for applications built on NetCDF4python. The netCDF4-python library relies on Python (some of which is written in
C) and the C NetCDF library. C interfaces with the operating system (OS) which
interfaces with the parallel ﬁle system to access the NetCDF4 data ﬁles. The right
image depicts the NetCDF4 data format. NetCDF is built on HDF5, which is a type
of binary ﬁle. Areas shaded in black are being tested in this paper, and areas shaded
in grey will be covered in future work.

Data can be split across multiple disk in a parallel ﬁle system by striping. This
can increase the access rate by exploiting all the disks the ﬁle is split across [21].
Scientists working with large data sets often have to decide what subsections
of data to analyse and how their code will read, and possibly stream (here meaning reading a section at a time in ‘buﬀers’), the data from disk using libraries. The
libraries then determine how the ﬁle is read from the raw bytes, often employing
a buﬀer to read the data into memory. The data managers have also decided the
structure and organisation of the data on disk. All of these factors can eﬀect the
read rate, so it would be useful to know where in this workﬂow ineﬃciencies in
performance lie.
Since analysis is often over part of the data set, it is useful to know what
read sizes oﬀer best performance. Bartz et al. [10] show that the read size has
a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the read rate. Quantitative information about what read
buﬀer sizes work well would also be useful in the future when exploiting tiered
memory.
Accessing slices in two dimensional or higher data may require non-sequential
access which can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the read rate, although this can be reduced
by using a sensible read pattern strategy [11]. Figure 2 shows two potential read
patterns. The read pattern which is sequential on disk is expected to have have
a much higher read rate than the one which strides through the ﬁle.
To provide a broader more widely relevant testing base, more than a single
platform is used in this study. The focus of this paper is on the extent that
diﬀerent layers in the software-hardware stack aﬀect the read rate, rather than
a rigorous comparison between the platforms. The aim of this work is to understand the read performance of netCDF4-python in diﬀerent realistic situations,
on multiple analysis platforms, so that environmental big data can be analysed
more eﬃciently.
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Fig. 2. Examples of a sequential read (left) and a strided read (right). The top images
show what the read would look like in two-dimensional array space, and the bottom
images show how the read corresponds to the read pattern through the one-dimensional
ﬁle space. The grey shows the ﬁrst read and the black shows the second read.

Tests were run on three analysis platforms which are available to the UK
atmospheric science research community: JASMIN which uses the Panasas ﬁle
system [19], the UK Research Data Facility (RDF) which uses the GPFS ﬁle
system, and ARCHER which uses the Lustre ﬁle system [1]. JASMIN and RDF
are specialised data analysis systems and ARCHER is a general purpose high
performance computer. The methodology of the tests and architectures of the
analysis platforms is discussed in Sect. 2. The initial stage of the investigation
to determine the baseline performance of each of the platforms is detailed in
Sect. 3, Python and NetCDF on JASMIN are evaluated in Sect. 4. Related work
is covered in Sect. 5 and ﬁnally, overall conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

2

Methodology

Performance can be lost at diﬀerent layers of the software stack, so the contributions of software layers thought to be key to the performance were evaluated.
Firstly the baseline read performance of each system was measured by reading
a plain binary ﬁle using a C program. This was compared to a plain binary
ﬁle read from Python, and reads of a NetCDF ﬁle from C and Python. The
netCDF4-python library is built on the NetCDF4 C library (as shown in Fig. 1)
so understanding what contribution the C library has is paramount in completing the picture.
Three read methods were evaluated: sequential reads, strided reads (also
known as striding reads), and random reads. Examples of the sequential and
strided reads are shown in Fig. 2. The sequential reads access the whole ﬁle
sequentially, reading sections of a given read buﬀer size until the whole ﬁle
is read. The buﬀer sizes used started at 512 b and doubled up to the largest
block size of 1 GiB - a complete ﬁle read for each buﬀer size composed a single
experiment. Strided reads read one buﬀer size then a new read oﬀset is calculated
to skip the amount of data equal to three times the buﬀer size, this process is
repeated for the entire ﬁle, i.e. reading one buﬀer then skipping three. For the
random reads, a set of uniformly distributed numbers were generated for the read
oﬀsets, the read is then for the required buﬀer size. 100 reads are completed for
the random reads to keep the chance of re-reading a section of the ﬁle from cache
low (reading from cache would artiﬁcially decrease the read time from disk). The
random reads diﬀer from the other reads in that the direction of the read is not
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always forward and the size of the strides through the ﬁle vary. A summary of
the tests performed is included in Table 1. Below is a pseudo code example of
each read.
# S e q u e n t i a l read
f = open ( f i l e n a m e )
f o r number o f b u f f e r s :
data = f . r e a d ( b u f f e r s i z e )
# Strided read
f = open ( f i l e n a m e )
readoffset = 0
f o r number o f b u f f e r s :
f . seek ( r e a d o f f s e t )
data = f . r e a d ( b u f f e r s i z e )
r e a d o f f s e t = r e a d o f f s e t + 4∗ b u f f e r s i z e
# Random r e a d
f = open ( f i l e n a m e )
r e a d o f f s e t s = g e n r a n d o f f s e t s ( l e n g t h =100)
for o f f s e t in r e a d o f f s e t s :
f . seek ( o f f s e t )
data = f . r e a d ( b u f f e r s i z e )
The reads from ‘plain’ binary ﬁles include the seek shown. For the NetCDF4
ﬁles the buﬀer size is converted into a number of ﬂoats, as is the read oﬀset, so
that each read is described by start and stop indices.
Table 1. Variables which compose each test in this paper. The tests using C and
Python read from plain binary ﬁles, and the tests using NetCDF C and netCDF4python read from NetCDF4 ﬁles. Not all the combinations possible here were done on
all platforms - Python plain binary tests and NetCDF tests were only done on JASMIN
due to resource constraints.
Filesystem Language and library Read mode Read block size
Panasas

C

sequential

512 b

Lustre

NetCDF C

strided

doubling

GPFS

Python

random

to 1 GiB

netCDF4-python

The sequential reads were designed to simulate a best case scenario where
the read from the ﬁle is contiguous - a read where the bytes in the ﬁle are stored
next to each other. The strided reads are designed to simulate a read which is
not contiguous in the ﬁle with a regular stride pattern through the ﬁle. This is
representative of a slice through a dimension which is not stored contiguously in
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the ﬁle (where there are two or more dimensions). The random reads simulate
a worst case scenario, where the direction of the reads through the ﬁle are not
consistent, and neither is the size of the hop.
For the binary tests using C and Python, a plain binary ﬁle was created on
each system using the Linux dd command. To avoid disk buﬀering as much as
possible, the ﬁle size was set to be over twice the size of the RAM of the system.
The ﬁle size on all platforms was 256 GiB (275 GB). The plain binary ﬁle was
read using fseek() and fread() in C and f.seek() and f.read() in Python.
The netCDF4-python library was used to create the NetCDF4 ﬁles for testing. The ﬁle, as with the binary ﬁles, was created to be over twice the size of
the RAM on the compute nodes. The ﬁle size on each platform was 257 GiB,
and the ﬁle contained a single 1D contiguous (not chunked) variable consisting
of 8 byte ﬂoating point numbers. Each read size was converted into a number of
elements to stream from the ﬁle on each read.
2.1

Testing Platforms

A parallel (or distributed) ﬁle system diﬀers from a non-parallel ﬁle system in
that the data can be distributed across multiple storage devices which can be
accessed simultaneously to increase the bandwidth to the ﬁle system [21].
JASMIN (Panasas Platform). The JASMIN system at the Science and
Technology Facilities Council (STFC) uses a Panasas storage system [19]. The
Panasas sub-system is composed of bladesets, composed of shelves, that in turn
contain blades, that are each made up of two disks. The blades are connected
to the shelf via 1 Gb/s ports, and the shelves are connected to the local area
network via one 10 Gb/s port (newer options have two 10 Gb/s connections).
The compute cluster is composed of nodes, with each connected to the storage
system and to each other via a non blocking 10 Gb/s network. The Panasas ﬁle
system handles how to physically store the objects on disk and the most eﬃcient
way to access them, i.e. giving the shortest possible access time [24]. This gives
a theoretical maximum bandwidth to a single processing node of 1.25 GB/s. The
compute nodes used here have 128 GB RAM. In Panasas, ﬁles can be striped
using the RAID6 method, in which a large ﬁle is split across multiple blades
(small ﬁles are copied) with included redundancy [21]. This means that the ﬁle
can be read from multiple diﬀerent blades increasing the read performance, theoretically, by a factor of the number of blades and bladesets. The manager nodes
have the metadata describing where and how the ﬁles are stored [24].
RDF (GPFS Platform). The UK Research Data Facility (UK-RDF) HPC
platform uses GPFS (General Parallel File System), with Inﬁniband connections
between the storage and compute nodes. The compute nodes used have 128 GB
RAM. Filesystem metadata is stored on solid state drives (SSDs), with the data
stored on hard disk drives (HDDs) on four storage arrays [1]. GPFS is a parallel
ﬁle system that can increase bandwidth by exploiting multiple network shared
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disks [17]. The storage for GPFS is connected to network shared disk servers,
which are connected to the local area network which is in turn connected to the
processing nodes [17].
ARCHER (Lustre Platform). The ARCHER platform (a Cray XC30) uses
a high performance Lustre ﬁle system. The compute nodes used have 64 GB
RAM, and are connected by Cray Aries interconnect [1]. Lustre is an open source
parallel ﬁle system which uses many object storage servers with metadata servers
to store data [9]. The object storage targets are connected to object storage
servers which are all connected to the local area network, and there is a manager
node which is connected to all the object storage severs. Metadata servers are
connected directly to the local area network, and to the object storage serves
via the manager node [9].

3
3.1

Baseline Performance
JASMIN (Panasas)

Figure 3 shows the plain binary read performance using C and Python on JASMIN. The Python rate is lower at higher read block size than the C results possibly because Python has to convert the raw bytes into a native Python type, a
string in this case, indicated by more time spent in CPU than IO compared to
the C case.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Average read rate (diamonds) and one standard deviation (error bars) for the
tests reading from a binary ﬁle on JASMIN. Grey lines show the results using C and
black lines show the results using Python. (a) shows the sequential reads, (b) shows
strided reads, and (c) shows random reads.
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Strace [7] was used to look at reads in more detail. For the C sequential
reads, there is one slow read of about 100 MB/s followed by read of around
460 MB/s and then 6 fast reads of about 3 GB/s, repeating throughout the ﬁle.
This behaviour was not seen on the strided or random reads, each read following
a seek and being slow.
The proﬁles of the strided read with C and Python are very similar throughout the whole range of read block sizes starting with very low read rates, increasing to around 400 MB/s at 512 MiB. The variability for the remaining read block
sizes for each remains low.
The random read proﬁle increases in a similar way to the strided reads,
although with much higher variability when using C. It is not clear what has
caused this variability.
The Python tests were not run on the other platforms because of the similarity between the C read rate and the Python read rate on JASMIN.
3.2

RDF (GPFS)

The results for the C plain binary reads on RDF are shown in Fig. 4. The proﬁle
for the sequential reads is similar to the JASMIN results, albeit at higher bandwidth because of the Inﬁniband used on RDF compared to 10 Gb/s Ethernet
in JASMIN. The variability for the strided reads is high which makes the proﬁle more diﬃcult to interpret. It is interesting however that the average strided
reads are consistently higher than the random reads.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Average read rate (diamonds) and one standard deviation (error bars) for the
tests reading from a binary ﬁle on RDF using the C script. (a) shows the sequential
reads, (b) shows the strided reads, and (c) shows the random reads.
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ARCHER (Lustre)

The results for the binary read on ARCHER are shown in Fig. 5. The results are
similar to the JASMIN results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Average read rate (diamonds) and one standard deviation (error bars) for the
tests reading from a binary ﬁle on ARCHER using the C script. (a) shows the sequential
reads, (b) shows the strided reads, and (c) shows the random reads.

3.4

Discussion

The JASMIN and ARCHER results have similar characteristics. All the results
show the same increase at the start of the sequential results at low buﬀer size.
This is likely to be due to the reads being smaller than disk sector size, although
we have not veriﬁed this. For all platforms the sequential reads are the fastest.
The random reads and strided reads have similar proﬁles and have a lower read
rate partly because of having to seek through the ﬁle. The eﬀect of this is reduced
at large buﬀer size due to larger read sizes.
The strace results also explain some of the diﬀerence between the read
rate. The 3 GB/s read could not have come from disk (1.25 GB/s bandwidth
to processing nodes) so the 3 GB/s read is due to a read from memory on the
processing node; the ﬁlesystem is anticipating what data is needed ahead of time.
This behaviour is not seen for the strided or random reads, so could explain the
reduced read rate, because the ﬁle system not being able to anticipate the location of the next required sections of data.
The RDF results, however, show a diﬀerent relationship between the sequential, strided and random reads, with the sequential reads being a similar proﬁle
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to the other results but with a much larger magnitude, due to the Iniﬁniband
LAN. The strided read rate is much lower than the sequential read rate and the
random reads are of even lower magnitude. It is unclear why the relationship
between the read rates is not more similar to the other platforms. The sequential
reads are around four times faster than the strided reads, the same proportion
of the ﬁle that was skipped. This could mean that the whole ﬁle is being read
unnecessarily, reducing the read rate.
In the random read results, some variability may be introduced by inadvertent system ﬁle buﬀer hits because only one hundred reads were involve in each
case, and some could have been from very close to previous reads in ﬁle space.
This interpretation is supported by evidence from additional constant seed tests,
some of which resulted in data rates that were so high (3 GiB/s) that they must
have been reads from memory.
Our results conﬁrm that of others: the proﬁle shape for the sequential reads
for all platforms agrees with the results from Bartz et al. [10], and the expected
bandwidth on ARCHER is around 500 MB/s [16] which agrees with our results.
The main conclusions from this section are as follows:
– The diﬀerent read patterns have a very large eﬀect on the read rate, with a
lesser eﬀect at larger buﬀer sizes. The cause of this is likely to be because of a
read from memory due to the parallel ﬁle system anticipating where the next
reads will be in the sequential reads. This does not happen in the strided and
random reads, which are also slower due to having to seek through the ﬁle
much more frequently.
– Read rate drops signiﬁcantly at very small buﬀer size which agrees with results
from Bartz et al. [10].
– There is very little diﬀerence between C and Python when reading plain binary
ﬁles.
– Read rate proﬁles between the diﬀerent platforms were similar, but diﬀerent
in magnitude.

4

NetCDF Performance

To investigate the eﬀect of NetCDF, the experiment from Sect. 3.1 was repeated
using the C NetCDF library and the netCDF4-python library (on JASMIN only
due to resource constraints). Figure 6 shows the results. The C results look similar to the results when reading from a plain binary ﬁle, but the Python performance is reduced. A reduction in performance is seen in the Python proﬁle for
read block sizes less than 64 KiB.
The drop in read rate above 1 MiB buﬀer size could be caused by Numpy
arrays - netCDF4-python uses them. To eliminate Numpy as a factor in the
performance drop a test was run using Numpy to read the plain binary ﬁles.
This gave similar results to the Python proﬁle in Fig. 3, indicating that the
signiﬁcantly lower read rate seen in the netCDF4-python results was not caused
by Numpy.
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Average read rate (diamonds) and one standard deviation (error bars) for the
tests reading from a NetCDF4 ﬁle on JASMIN. Grey lines show the results using C and
black lines show the results using Python. (a) shows the sequential reads, (b) shows
strided reads, and (c) shows random reads.

To further investigate the reasons for the drop in performance of netCDF4python, the CPU time was measured using the POSIX clock [3] function in C
and the equivalent function from the Python time library [8]. Figure 7 shows the
comparison between wall time and CPU time for the sequential read tests on
JASMIN. The results for the C tests reading from plain binary ﬁles and NetCDF4
ﬁles show a very similar pattern, with the CPU time decreasing as the buﬀer size
increases, the CPU time not being a limiting factor after 4 KiB. For the Python
test reading from a plain binary ﬁle the pattern is similar, but the CPU increases
after 16 MiB (also seen in the Numpy tests previously mentioned), but not to be
a limiting factor. The netCDF4-python results, however, show that the CPU is
the limiting factor for the reads, causing the performance reduction.
The strided reads with netCDF4-python follow a similar proﬁle to the sequential reads, albeit with much higher variability and are similar to the C strided
read until 16 MiB where the CPU overhead has a more signiﬁcant eﬀect. The
similarity between the netCDF4-python strided reads and the sequential reads is
due to the CPU limited behaviour of both read types. The random C proﬁle looks
similar to the Python, and the other JASMIN results, with the netCDF4-python
results performing worse, especially at large buﬀer size.
The CPU limited behaviour explains the signiﬁcantly reduction in the read
rate for netCDF4-python compared to the other tests (being I/O limited).
Brief testing with another Python library reading from NetCDF4 ﬁles using
the HDF5 library h5netcdf [5], shown in Fig. 8, indicate that this extra CPU use
is not needed; when using h5py the read rate is I/O limited, not CPU limited.
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(a) C binary

(c) C NetCDF4

(b) Python binary

(d) NetCDF4-python

Fig. 7. Comparison between average wall time and CPU time for the diﬀerent sequential read tests on JASMIN. Black bars show wall time, and grey bars show CPU time.
(Note: bars overlap, and CPU time in these tests will not be greater than wall time)

(a) Read rate

(b) CPU balance

Fig. 8. Comparison between sequential rates for C binary read (grey), netCDF4-python
read (black diamonds), and read using h5py Python library (black squares); and CPU
wall time balance for reads using h5netcdf; black bars show wall time, and grey bars
show CPU time.

The balance between CPU use and wall time show that this is I/O bound rather
than CPU bound.
The Linux utility strace was also used to retrieve some more information
about the I/O calls when using the netCDF4-python library. The pattern for
the read types is similar to the plain binary test; the diﬀerence between read
types is caused by read ahead for the sequential reads. The read sizes below
64 KiB have a reduction in performance because a read below this is always at
least 64 KiB, i.e. even a for a 4 KiB read, the netCDF4-python library sends a
read I/O call for 64 KiB, therefore reducing the eﬀective read rate for low read
sizes.
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The main conclusions from this section are as follows:
– The C NetCDF4 read performance is very similar to read performance when
reading plain binary ﬁles using C and Python.
– Using netCDF4-python the performance is lower generally, but is signiﬁcantly
reduced at buﬀer sizes of 8 MiB and higher.
– The results from the HDF5 Python library and CPU balance indicate that the
performance of netCDF4-python could be improved by making more eﬃcient
use of CPU.
– Peak read rate using netCDF4-python is at around 1 MiB buﬀer size.
– The performance below 64 KiB for Python reading from NetCDF4 ﬁles is due
to the library always reading at least 64 KiB.

5

Related Work

A solution for high speed, eﬃcient I/O is to use a parallel data model, such
as parallel-netcdf [15], or MPI-IO. The focus here is on what eﬀect the nonparallel libraries have on the performance on a parallel HPC ﬁle system, so as to
advise scientists on better read sizes and patterns to improve design of parallel
data analysis code, therefore the parallel libraries were not used. Also here we
have concentrated on a single processing node, with intent to extend this to
multiple nodes in future work. The parallel I/O library approach would mean
that scientists would have to rewrite much of their analysis script, which may
not mean an eﬃcient development workﬂow.
Compression can reduce the amount of data stored and reduce the size of data
being transferred from disk, therefore increasing read performance. Compression
can also reduce the cost of storing data [18].
In theory an object store (such as CEPH, [23]) might be able to provide high
performance I/O, since if the ﬁle were chunked those chunks could be stored in
an object store and retrieved in parallel in an arbitrary order - meaning that
no particular order would be preferential. However, we are not aware of any
practical instances of NetCDF ﬁles being stored in this manner - although we
are involved in building a test bed to investigate this possibility.
A Hadoop framework could also be used to increase the I/O performance the compute nodes have the data locally on the node rather than stored separately. Data being on the processing node is an eﬃcient solution if the analysis
always requires the same data layout. In atmospheric science, however, diﬀerent analysis may have very diﬀerent dimensional dependencies so the possible
need for repeated transfer of data for Hadoop-type processing on diﬀerent data
layouts might lead to signiﬁcant ineﬃciency.
Hadoop and MapReduce grew out of the need to analyse large volumes of
data whereas in HPC the focus was on processing speed. However now that
scientiﬁc datasets are getting so large a link between these two paradigms would
be useful [13]. There are groups working on using Hadoop and MapReduce for
scientiﬁc problems (for example [12,22]), but the focus in our work is on advising
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end users about eﬀective analysis of large data sets on HPC-type architectures
with parallel ﬁle systems. Also, there are large conceptual diﬀerences between
HPC-type analysis and Hadoop-type analysis, namely that in Hadoop the data
is on the processing nodes, and in HPC the data is not.

6

Conclusions

We identiﬁed the performance loss in the NetCDF4 performance stack by running tests using C and Python when reading from plain binary ﬁles and NetCDF4
ﬁles. The drop in read rate performance was found to be in the netCDF4-python
library, and not due to either Python or the NetCDF4 ﬁle format. The main conclusions from this work are:
– The netCDF4-python library performs less eﬃciently than the other tests,
giving a lower read rate, which was especially prevalent at small (less than
64 KiB) and large (greater than 8 MiB) buﬀer size, with peak performance
at a buﬀer size of about 1 MiB. This drop in read rate could have a signiﬁcant performance impact on analysis scripts which use netCDF4-python. This
decrease in performance is caused by the netCDF4-python library reads being
CPU bound so not utilising the bandwidth of the node.
– There is little diﬀerence between the performance of C reading from plain
binary ﬁles, Python reading from plain binary ﬁles, and C reading from
NetCDF4 ﬁles.
– The read pattern has a large eﬀect on the performance of a read, meaning that
any seeking done in an analysis script is very expensive. Therefore, keeping as
many reads as possible contiguous on disk is very important.
These results could have implications in the design of analysis scripts, and
choices made when deciding what sized chunks to use in NetCDF4. The buﬀer
size of around 1 MiB may be the most eﬃcient size for reads and chunk sizes,
but the compromise between more eﬃcient reads and higher quantity of reads
needs discerning. Also, avoiding any reads of less than 64 KiB would beneﬁt
performance.
The results showing that sequential reads are signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient
means that for analysis script to be most eﬃcient as much of the reading done
from a ﬁle should be contiguous. This could be taken advantage of in strided
reads by splitting the read into parallel threads.
Another important implication is that NetCDF4 is read at the same rate
as plain binary ﬁles. This means that there is no disadvantage to reading from
NetCDF4 ﬁles.
The eﬀects of chunking, compression, and multithreading will be investigated
in future work. This would then mean that a quantitative cost model could be
built to estimate how much time would be spent doing I/O tasks, which could
potentially be overlapped with CPU tasks. Knowledge of all of these things
would then inform the end user designing parallel data analysis code enabling
more eﬃcient code to be written with less trial and error, hence optimising the
development workﬂow.
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Other interesting results which could come from this are from the perspective
of data managers. They would need to decide if having chunked and compressed
ﬁles beneﬁt scientists enough to justify the overhead of implementation when
formatting large multi-user datasets.
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